
Conductor Searchlight 
Know Your Customer. Strengthen Your Content. Get Found.

Conductor Searchlight™ unlocks insights into customer-intent that lead to 
compelling content, increased tra�ic, and higher organic marketing ROI.

In one powerful platform, Conductor provides four strategic elements designed to 
help you attract more interested customers to your site through organic marketing.

Based in New York City, Conductor has been named one of Crain’s Best Places to Work in New York for the sixth consecutive year and was ranked the 13th fasted-growing 
so�ware company by Inc. Magazine. Visit Conductor at www.conductor.com or on twitter @conductor. Copyright 2016 Conductor. All Rights Reserved. Various trademarks held 
by the respective owners. Version 6.0.

Content Strategy

Know what content your customers want before you create it. Conductor’s content 
intelligence will help you cra� compelling content every time, unveil gaps and 
opportunities in your existing content, and drive measurable organic ROI.

With Conductor Searchlight guiding your Content Strategy, you’ll:
•   Understand how your buyers express intent
•   Analyze what content is performing and where you need to optimize
•   Prioritize and act on content gaps
•   Improve return on each content investment

Searchlight’s Content Mapping 
feature allows us to map out our 
buyer personas and journeys. With it, 
we see content and keyword gaps. 
This feature, and the direction 
Conductor’s so�ware is moving, 
really hit home for me. It’s 
something no one else provides.

Ben Pollack
Sealed Air
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Strategic SEO

With the Conductor Searchlight platform, you’ll discover keyword opportunities to 
drive immediate results, forecast which projects will have the highest impact, transform 
SEO outcomes into business outcomes, and measure and report results in ways that 
everyone throughout your marketing organization can understand.

With Conductor Searchlight powering your Strategic SEO, you’ll:
•   Identify the keywords and topics your buyers are searching for
•   Discover keyword opportunities to drive immediate results
•   Forecast which projects will have the highest impact
•   Transform SEO outcomes into business outcomes
•   Measure and report results in a way everyone understands

Having Conductor as a part of our 
marketing stack is essential to how 
we look at our marketing ecosystem. 
Our strategy can’t just be about SEO. 
It’s got to be about the overall sales 
funnel that we’re trying to build. We 
have to be able to take data and 
leverage it for our other types of 
marketing campaigns. Conductor 
really supplies us with evidence for 
where we should go.

Jeremiah Andrick
SM Global eCommerce, Logitech

Competitive Intelligence

With the Conductor Searchlight platform, you’ll be able to analyze your overall market 
share, gain insights into where your competitors have visibility, identify competitors 
you are currently trailing, learn where those competitors are actively spending ad 
dollars, and discover profitable areas your competitors have yet to invest in.

Using Conductor Searchlight to drive your Competitive Intelligence, you’ll:
•   Know which competitors are outperforming you
•   Understand what you need to do to overcome those competitors
•   Get insights into profitable areas your competitors have yet to invest in

I wanted an automated solution that 
would enable me to track our 
performance every week, spot 
competitive opportunities, and 
report back wins to my executive 
team. Conductor has yielded the 
greatest return of all my marketing 
investments.

Andrew Goldman
Nutriscience Labs

Paid Optimization

Holistically manage your paid and organic together with Conductor Searchlight. 
You’ll maximize overall reach of paid investments, improve paid ROI, and leverage 
competitive bidding insights. 

With Conductor Searchlight informing your Paid Optimization, you’ll:
•   Holistically manage your paid and organic together
•   Maximize overall reach of paid investments
•   Improve paid ROI
•   Leverage competitive bidding insights

Being prominent in search allows for 
a decrease in our heavy paid search 
spend. Conductor Searchlight gives 
us all the information needed to 
justify that lower spend.

Anthony Daronzio
SEO Manager, EducationDynamics 

To learn more visit www.conductor.com


